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MOTION TO STRIKE INTRODUCTION OF NEW EVIDENCE
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont (BCBSVT) moves to strike the new evidence
contained in the Health Care Advocate’s Post Hearing Memorandum and objects to the Board’s
consideration of such new evidence. It would be plain, reversible error for the Board to consider
this new evidence1 in its deliberations or decision.
The Board held an evidentiary hearing on July 20, 2017, in this docket. The HCA did not
offer nor did it attempt to introduce any evidence with respect to wage growth, gross domestic
product or comparisons of wage growth or GDP to QHP rate requests filed. The same
information, recited by the HCA in its July 31 Memorandum, pp. 3- 6, is new, without proper
evidentiary foundation, not substantiated and was not subject to cross-examination. The Board
should strike it from the record and not consider it.
Likewise, the premise for the HCA’s various mathematical exercises on pages 6-7 was
not offered or presented to the Board at hearing. It, too, is new, without proper evidentiary
foundation, not substantiated and was not subject to cross-examination during the hearing. The
examples provided on pages 6-7 are also outside the relevant statutory factors found in law and
should be stricken. The Board should not consider such a momentous change from current law
through a contested case administrative hearing decision, without first providing fair notice to the
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BCBSVT does not concede the admissibility, accuracy, reliability or relevance of the new evidence.
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other party involved and a meaningful opportunity to be heard. In any event, the HCA’s new
evidence should be stricken and not considered by the Board.
Finally, we realize the Board can consider public comment in the hearing process and can
use it to identify issues, but we also note that public comment is not under oath, is not subject to
direct or cross examination and cannot be offered as evidence of the truth of what was said. The
HCA’s offer of public comment as evidence in its Memorandum (pages 3, 7-8), should therefore
be stricken and not considered as evidence.
Conclusion
We request the Board strike the HCA’s several, new proffers of evidence in its July 31
Memorandum, pp. 3-8.
Dated at Montpelier, Vermont, this 2nd day of August, 2017.

________________________
Jacqueline A. Hughes
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont
PO Box 186
Montpelier, VT 05601-0186
Tel. (802) 371-3619
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of this Motion to Strike Introduction of New Evidence has been duly
served upon Judith Henkin, General Counsel to the Green Mountain Care Board, Noel Hudson,
GMCB appointed hearing officer, and Kaili Kuiper, Office of Vermont Health Advocate, by
electronic mail, return receipt requested, this 2nd day of August, 2017.

______________________
Jacqueline A. Hughes, Esq.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont
PO Box 186
Montpelier, VT 05601-0186
Tel. (802) 371-3619
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